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Editorial:
Sit Transit Gloria Hispaniae

paIN has tradItIoNally beeN a beacoN lIght for europe whose soul has 
always been catholic even though her body be torn and bleeding. the glory of  spain still beckons to the 
imagination and fires the blood with recollections of  Pelayo and Covadonga, El Cid and Valencia, Don 
Juan and lepanto, philip II and el escorial. looking at spain is like looking into the soul of  christendom. 
today it is a vision of  pain and confusion which causes great concern, for it is a spiritual malady which can 
“cast both body and soul into hell.”
 alas, how quickly things can change! I still retain golden memories of  summers spent in spain during 
the early seventies when the much maligned franco ruled spain. for me and many a catholic exile adrift 
in a sea of  secularity, spain showed a vibrant catholicism incarnated in a living culture. the lack of  crime, 

the sanctity of  marriage and family life mirrored in the sanctity of  sunday, made deep impressions in a heart 
longing for the res catholica. can a culture and society still be formed and structured by the fullness of  the truth 
brought to man by the Incarnate word? was it possible to acknowledge publicly in the twentieth century the social 
reign of  christ the King? spain answered these questions haunting the catholic heart with a resounding yes. standing 
in the brilliant afternoon sunlight on a sunday, gazing at that bulwark faqade of  philip’s el escorial, all things seemed 
possible. the escorial architecturally is the trumpet blast of  the catholic reformation. Its lines and the doric columns 
are lucid and logical like the theology of  trent.
 for me it shall remain “la octava maravilla de mundo.” spain possessed a culture which knew the true art of  
leisure and gracefulness. Yet she knew also the necessity of  fighting to achieve and preserve this precious heritage. The 
sting of  battle had been with her throughout her history and the price was high. Not far from philip’s “dwelling for 
god on earth” lies the Valle de los caidos (Valley of  the fallen) where an enormous cross of  gray granite pierces the 
blue castillian sky. this sign of  our god and our redemption dominates the entire plain. It is of  course the symbol 
of  our civilization and captures the triumph of  the human spirit caught up into the divine. It is a stirring reminder of  
what it cost spain to be a defender of  the faith, thereby defending all that is worthy of  man.
 alas, how quickly things can change! this issue reveals how dramatically spain, the catholic bastion of  eu-
rope, has fallen.
 when a roman catholic King who sits on the throne of  ferdinand and Isabella signs into law a bill “legal-
izing” the killing of  defenseless unborn children, yes of  spain’s own children ... what is left? christendom is dead.
 fritz wilhelmsen speaks eloquently of  the strange new god, who like dionysius of  old is sweeping through-
out the land. this new god goes by the name of  democracy and calls men to drink the heady wine of  self-idolatry and 
worship the popular will as the summum bonum. patrick foley and alexandra wilhelmsen (fritz’s daughter) take a 
retrospective look at the carlist movement and its contributions to the battle for the soul of  spain in the tidal wake of  
the french revolution. finally, in this age which continues to degrade and emasculate authority, dr. frank examines 
the intricate bonds which must exist between authority and the common good.
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 But death and the grave could not hold him nor His Mystical Body. There will be another field of  battle at 
another time and no doubt the sons and daughters of  spain will be numbered among the sons of  light who will one 
day rebuild Jerusalem.

  Timothy T. O’Donnell, STD                  

  December 13, 1990
  Feast of  St. Lucy

Ed. nole: the articles by patrick foley and alexandra wilhelmsen about spain grew 
out of  the session on church and state in spanish history and thought in the last 
century at the sixty-seventh annual meeting of  the southwestern social science asso-
ciation, held in little rock, arkansas, in the spring of  1989. the authors wish to thank 
dr. lowell l. blaisdell, president of  the southwest historical association, for inviting 
them to speak at the conference and dr. donald J. Kagay, chairman of  the panel, for 

his helpful comments and for editing the manuscripts for publication.


